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We experimentally demonstrate an on-chip polycrystalline PbTe photoconductive detector integrated with a chalcogenide glass waveguide. The device is monolithically fabricated on silicon, operates at room-temperature, and exhibits a responsivity of 1.0 A/W at wavelengths between 2.1 and 2.5 µm. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4961532]

Detection of infrared (IR) radiation is key to many technical applications including night vision,1 chemical sensing,2,3 and medical diagnostics.4 Traditional IR photodetectors assume free-space geometry. Recently, miniaturization enabled by microphotonics fabrication technology has led to the development of waveguide-integrated photodetectors. Compared to their free-space counterparts, waveguide integrated devices typically decouple the optical absorption path from the carrier transit path, which reduces response time in the case of photovoltaic detectors and enhances gain in the case of photoconductive detectors. The small active volume of waveguide-photovoltaic detectors and enhances gain in the case of photoconductive detectors. The small active volume of waveguide-photovoltaic detectors also improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by suppressing the generation-recombination noise. Waveguide-integrated detectors based on Ge2 and III–V materials,6 have been demonstrated in the near-IR telecommunication bands and their performance advantages have been well established. Although waveguide-integrated mid-infrared (MIR) detectors are essential components for mid-infrared (MIR) system-on-a-chip platforms such as spectroscopic sensors,7 they are much less explored due to the limited material choices. III–V materials and HgCdTe widely used in free-space MIR detectors require epitaxial growth on a lattice-matched substrate and therefore integration on silicon often resorts to a hybrid bonding approach: for example, integration of GaInAsSb detectors on silicon waveguides was demonstrated via adhesive bonding.8,9

Lead chalcogenides represent a promising alternative material system for MIR detection.10,11 In particular, polycrystalline PbTe can be deposited by thermal evaporation directly on a variety of substrates including silicon and has been explored as a candidate for a low-cost silicon-integrated MIR detector solution.12–14 In addition, our prior work shows that fast oxygen diffusion along the grain boundaries enhances the optical response of the PbTe material by creating spatial charge separation and thereby increasing the carrier lifetime.14,15 In this paper, we demonstrate a waveguide-integrated PbTe detector monolithically integrated on a silicon substrate and operating at room temperature.

The device uses a 4 in. silicon wafer with a 3 µm thick thermal oxide layer as the starting substrate. All the thin films for device fabrication (PbTe, Sn, and Ge2−SnS70 glass) are deposited by thermal evaporation used in previously reported protocols.15,16 A PbTe layer is deposited first, followed by a 300 nm thick Sn contact layer with the Ge2−Sb7S70 (GeSbS) waveguide layer on top. We choose Ge2−Sb7S70 chalcogenide glass as the waveguide material given its superior chemical stability and compatibility with PbTe materials.17

Two sample layouts are used to examine the performance of PbTe detectors: (1) A free space sample consisting of a 650 nm thick PbTe layer with Sn contacts of 0.5 mm spacing patterned using a shadow mask and without the glass waveguide layer. It is used to characterize the material property of PbTe. (2) An integrated sample, with a 100 nm thick and 40 µm long PbTe layer, followed by Sn contacts with 7 µm spacing and an 800 nm thick single-mode GeSbS waveguide on top. The integrated sample is patterned by a lift-off process.16 The cross-sectional schematic of the integrated device is shown in Figure 1(a).

The structure of the chip is illustrated in Figure 1(b). Light is first coupled into a 2 µm wide GeSbS waveguide. A multimode interferometer (MMI) structure splits the light into two arms that gradually increase to a 5 µm width to improve alignment tolerance between the PbTe layer and the waveguide. The upper arm delivers light into PbTe where most of the light is absorbed. The lower arm, without the PbTe layer, is used for alignment. Figure 1(c) shows the SEM image at 45° view. At the interface of the detector/non-detector section, a clear boundary can be observed due to the abrupt change of the waveguide height. To evaluate the device design at the detector section, we use the Film Mode Matching (FMM) method in FIMMWAVE (PhotonDesign) to simulate the mode propagation,18 as shown in Figure 2. TM-polarized light from the laser is coupled into the waveguide from the left side.
Despite the cross-sectional profile change at the interface, the coupling efficiency from the fundamental TM mode in the glass waveguide to the hybrid TM mode at the detector section is 94% with only about 4% reflections. Coupling into the PbTe strip-loaded mode is minimal (<1%) due to the large effective index and modal profile mismatch. Parasitic absorption by the Sn contacts is less than 0.1% according to the simulation. The decay length of the hybrid mode in the detector section is 16.7 \( \mu \)m.

Sample 1 is sealed in an IR-transparent glass chamber with a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) and a responsivity measurement is subsequently performed at \(-60^\circ\)C. IR light from a white light source passes through a monochromator and directly illuminates the chip. The contacts are wire-bonded to a source measurement unit (SMU) to measure the I–V curve. Data are gathered at \(-60^\circ\)C to decrease the dark current (since the optical power from the monochromator is much weaker than the laser used for sample 2, we need to decrease the dark current to improve the signal to noise ratio).

The wavelength-dependent responsivity of sample 1 under 10 V bias is shown in Figure 3. We measure the photoconductivity signal in the wavelength range of 0.8–5 \( \mu \)m in the PbTe film. This is consistent with our prior measurement results.

For the integrated sample (sample 2), the PbTe absorption measurement is performed at room temperature using a device characterization set-up as shown in Figure 4. A tunable \( \text{Cr}^2+:\text{ZnS}/\text{Se} \) laser (2.0–2.5 \( \mu \)m, IPG Photonics) is first coupled to an aspheric lens (C037TME-D, Thorlabs) and then focused into the waveguide. Light from the waveguide output is collected by an IR camera for imaging as well as intensity measurement in the alignment arm. A source measurement unit (Keithley 2401 SMU) is connected to the metal contacts on the chip via two probes to measure the I–V curves.

Sample 2 is measured at room temperature. Optical power coupled into the detector is estimated by subtracting the power loss due to fiber/lens coupling from the total input laser power. Based on the data shown in Figure 5, we calculated the responsivity to be about 1.0 A/W at 2250 nm wavelength. Wavelength-dependent responsivity from 2.1 \( \mu \)m to 2.5 \( \mu \)m wavelengths is plotted in Figure 6. Within our measurement error, the responsivity remains roughly constant throughout this range, which is consistent with the trend shown in Figure 3.
The error bars associated with the data shown in Figures 5 and 6 are due to the misalignment caused by mechanical vibration of the sample stage. Resistivity of sample 2 (dark) is 1.27 ω cm. The theoretical resistivity at 2.25 μm, assuming unity absorption efficiency and unity photocative gain, is about 1.8 A/W. Our device therefore exhibits a photocative gain of 0.59 taking into account the simulated 94% optical absorption efficiency. This figure is consistent with the carrier lifetime and transit time estimated based on the device geometry and Hall carrier mobility. The Johnson noise spectral density calculated from the dark resistance of our device is 8.6 × 10^−13 A/Hz^{1/2}, which is much larger than the generation-recombination noise (about 1 × 10^{−19} A/Hz^{1/2} based on Hall effect measurements). Since current flowing through a photoconductor does not have shot noise, the Johnson noise limited detectivity of this device is therefore 2 × 10^{12} cm Hz^{1/2}/W.

The results above demonstrate the viability of using polycrystalline PbTe materials for on-chip integrated MIR detection. Further improvement can be made by (1) cooling down the system to decrease the Johnson noise which limits our SNR; (2) using an optical coupler to improve the coupling efficiency to PbTe; and (3) alloy PbTe with SnTe (band gap ~ 0.19 eV) to create smaller band gap materials and extend the detection range.

In conclusion, we demonstrate a room-temperature MIR waveguide-integrated PbTe photodetector. The responsivity is about 1.0 A/W at the 2.1–2.5 μm MIR regime. This platform provides a promising low-cost planar detector solution for MIR lab-on-a-chip devices.
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